The Winter Solstice falls on Wednesday of this week and
is the occasion for our Winter Spiral this Friday evening.
The children are all meeting in their classrooms at
5:00pm while parents assemble in the School Hall ready
for a 5:20pm start. We look forward to gathering together
for this very special event in the Tarremah School
calendar.
The course of the year follows
a spiralling arc from the
heights of Summer to the
hushed heart of the year that
is the Winter Solstice, that
time when the earth is
quietest. Nature then emerges
from this still centre to spiral out again on the wings of
the Sun’s warmth and light to the fullness of Summer. In
the Southern Hemisphere the Sun enters the zodiacal
constellation known as Cancer at this time of mid-Winter
and the short-hand symbol for this constellation provides
the form for our Winter Spiral. Two interlocking spiral
arms which don’t quite touch at the centre so that a
discontinuity occurs, where the fresh and the new can
find entry into the course of things. This festival is about
renewal, about remaining open to fresh impulses and
new initiatives. It also bears witness, in its symbolism, to
the human reality, that we receive that flame from the
other, and that our light contributes to the greater light in
which we all participate.

by the quality of attention and presence of mind that we
as adults bring to the event as much as it is that of the
children. Silence and quiet attention when there is
minimal sensory stimulation to support it, is not a natural
endowment of our contemporary culture but one which
we are seeking to provide an experience of and to
cultivate in this celebration of our transit of the Winter
Solstice. I trust that this year’s Winter Spiral will allow you
to deeply experience the mystery of renewal which can
only come about after passing through the earth’s darkest
hour in full conscious awareness.
Rod Tomlinson

The reverential tone expressed in the silence of this event
allows the children’s impressions to be most deeply
received into their beings and while this is still
challenging for many of them, we can all help ‘hold the
space’ for them. The atmosphere of the event is charged
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Every year the Class 7 Middle Ages main lesson

Betrayal, compassion and forgiveness, supernatural,
falling in love! Comedy?

culminates with a medieval banquet.

Wednesday 28 & Thursday 29 June — 11:15am & 7:00pm

medieval feast (complete with

It's stormy—you might even call it “tempestuous”—when

spinach jelly and lamb hearts),

we meet some characters on a boat. We learn that the
King of Naples and several of his attendants are on this
boat, and that things are going badly.
We cut to dry land and to Prospero, our main character.
We learn that Prospero was the source of the magic that
caused the storm and that he did it for good reason.
You’ll have to watch play to find out!
Meanwhile, Prospero has two servants; one is an airy
spirit who was imprisoned in a tree by a witch for not
being nasty enough (Ariel) and the other is the child of
said witch and the Devil (Caliban). Guess who's
Prospero's favourite!
Meanwhile, the not-so-lost Prince is alive and convinced
that his dad and everyone else from the boat is dead. His
grieving is kind of soft-core, since he's already fallen in
love with Prospero's daughter Miranda, that’s the falling
in love bit.
There is also another side story going on: Caliban has
been plotting with the King's drunken butler, Stefano, and
jester, Trinculo (also drunk), to murder Prospero so they
can rule the island, (this is the funny bit). Do they
succeed?
The compassion and forgiveness comes toward the end of
the play. Phew. And in good Shakespearean fashion, all is
restored to order or is? Perhaps Shakespeare is
something else by the end of this play!
I will not reveal more but hope to see you all there. Class
8 are slaving away on their lines!
Lindsey

This year, parents and staff were treated to a spectacular
such delectable specialties as
singing, dancing and even a
bawdy puppet show!
Well done, Lords and Ladies of
Class 7!

FOUND—Please collect from the Office if any of these are yours

News and
Events
This Allergy Aware poster was selected by Eli in Class 2.
Eli is one of the Tarremah children who is anaphylaxis to
nuts. The poster was designed by Gus in Class 4. Gus and
Eli want everyone to remember that if you choose to eat
foods that others are allergic to, you must wash your
hands with soap to keep everyone safe.

Responding to parental interest
as expressed in the
annual survey, Tarremah
Tomorrow envisioning event
and private requests, we are
trying to offer more opportunities for parents and
interested community members to learn about and
practice some of the things that our Steiner curriculum
offers.
Once a week this term, has been the Friday morning art
sessions to which parents, ex students and practicum
teachers have come. We have progressed through a
variety of drawing techniques to wet-on-wet painting and
are finishing the term with veil painting. Friday 23 June
will be our last session and all are still welcome – no
prior knowledge or even great amounts of confidence are
necessary. We’ll have a break from art after this term
and for a future block of art sessions we could focus on
clay modelling, lino and screen-printing, form drawing or
revisit veil painting which has been popular.
A series of ICT related sessions will be offered by Chris
Littlejohn which most likely will run in early Term 4. As
plans take form, Chris will publish details and we
welcome specific request around this subject.
Please feel free to see me at any time to place further
expressions of interest and requests.

This year Book Week runs from Saturday 19 August to
Friday 25 August. The theme is Escape to Everywhere.
During Book Week Tarremah primary students will be
having their annual dress up day and Book Week
Assembly.
As holidays are coming up, it's a great change to start
thinking about Book Week costumes. We would like to
embrace the theme of Escape to Everywhere and
encourage dress ups to reflect this theme. Here are some
examples:

ESCAPE TO… THE SKIES! What better way to escape than

to be the pilot of your own aircraft! The possibilities are
endless; grab your pilot hat and fly away to an exotic
island or perhaps even Antarctica! Book inspiration: On
the Plane by Carron Brown.

ESCAPE TO… THE PAST! Have you ever wondered what it
was like to live in the prehistoric era, amongst the
dinosaurs? This book week you can find out! Grab your
best dinosaur outfit or skip brushing your hair to be the
perfect caveman. Other historical characters perfect for
book week include Vikings, queens or knights in shining
armour. Book inspiration: How Do Dinosaurs Go to
School? by Jane Yolen & Mark Teague, The Bravest
Knight by Mercer Mayer.
Where will Escape to Everywhere Book Week 2017 take
you?
Sarah Webb
Teacher Librarian

We are pleased to announce that there is now a recycling
bin in every Primary classroom, with a proposed staged
roll-out to the Upper School in the future. We are also
continuing our work on finding cost effective,
environmentally sensitive cleaning products.
These
products may include essential oils and plant
derivatives. Are there any staff members or children with
particular sensitivities or allergies to 'alternative'
products?
If so, please contact Robyn Harper at
robynh@tarremah.tas.edu.au
A reminder, Tuesdays are Rubbish-free lunch
day. Please help to make this day a success by packing
lunches that have no waste wrappings or containers. We
will be asking children to place any non-compostable
waste back in their lunch boxes to take home with them.
In the future, we are hoping that Tarremah will have
rubbish-free lunch day every day. So let’s start by taking
up the challenge of reducing waste by modelling good
environmentally friendly habits for at least one day of the
week. It’s great to hear that some families already do
this every day. Please encourage your children to bring
home any unwanted food items and wrappers which are
unavoidable.
If you have any ideas or would like to be part of our
Committee, please email Robyn.
Maree Bakker & Robyn Harper

Parents and Friends
Introducing the Parents and Friends Committee for 2017:
Anja Boot,

Kim Creef,

Catherine Silcock,

Amanda

Thompson, Nat Coombe, Marcus Tatton, Steph Phillips,
and Claire Bauer

The P&F have a bundle of second hand uniforms: shorts,
fleeces, rugby tops. pants, they all need to go to a good
home!
Gold coin donation to be put in our P&F box in School
office labelled "uniforms". They are on a rack in the Hall

We always welcome new members to the P&F. If you

foyer.

would like to be part of this rewarding and fun team, how
about thinking of joining up for the remainder of the
year.

Saturday 9 September 6pm -10pm, Hall.
Bring your friends. This is an adults only evening, for us

Our meetings are on Monday nights at 6:30pm once a

all to socialise and have some fun! The P&F are raising

month. We meet in the Honeysuckle Room, and always

money for a piano to live permanently on the hall stage.

have nibblies, lots of laughs and a variety of hot drinks!

Yay!!!!

Please email us if you would like to come along:

There is always School concerts from the students, but

tarremahpandf@gmail.com
Don't have time to be a P&F member? How about just
concentrating on baking for events, co-ordinating our big
Easter and Christmas markets, Holding the space for the

what about the parents and teachers who have musical
talents? We would love to hear from you if you have a
performance in mind, solo or group.
Please email: tarremahpandf@gmail.com

Heartwarmers cafe once a month, catering at working
bees, or even running a working bee. These can all be

Thursday 10 August , 9:00am—11:00am

run separately to P&F, but you still have our support

Put this date in your diaries and let family.

when needed. Sound like you?

More details closer to the date.

Please contact us at the above address, so we can get
organised for a great year of community activities.

Nachos and Fruit crumble are very popular....and we
have listened to feedback from our customers, and the
Nacho bowls will now have less rice, and more corn
chips!
We would love some assistance again this term, it was
awesome having parent helpers last term, and made
such a difference for quick service to the huge line up of
hungry students and teachers....and if you have a spare
hour before pick up, PLEASE pop over and help us wash
up the dishes.
Please see below our roster for Term 2:
https://signup.zone/xDWmhgHwnSq4mnMDT
Only available for Classes 1-10, teachers and admin staff
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